DRONE KHULLAR
Drone is a property and dispute resolution lawyer. He focuses primarily on property, litigation, arbitration and debt recovery matters.
Drone also specialises in all aspects of family law, both in relation to finance and children. He has worked on cases involving complex financial
arrangements, cross border matrimonial disputes, jurisdiction races and pre nuptial agreements.
EXAMPLE RECENT WORK
Property


Assisted in the purchase and sale of both commercial and residential properties.



Assisted in the acquisition of HMO’s.



Assisted in the acquisition of development projects.



Assisted in landlord and tenant disputes.

Litigation, Arbitration & Debt Recovery

Contact Information
E-mail:
drone@cndparker.com
Mobile:+44 (0) 7960426630
Practice Areas
Litigation
Arbitration
Debt Recovery
Real Estate
Education
B.A. L.L.B
QLTS (Result awaited)



Worked on a claim for malicious prosecution against one of the largest banks in UK in the sum of over £100mn.



Worked on a loan dispute against one of the biggest mining companies for a value of £1.5 million before the High Court.



Worked on an LCIA arbitration between an Italian and an Indian construction equipment manufacturing company.



Represented an English medical equipment's manufacturer in an International Arbitration against PGI Chandigarh.



Assisted an Indian company in obtaining information and disclosure from a Finnish company based in Helsinki in relation to an arbitration
proceeding in India.



Worked on a claim for an individual claimant against a fintech company for recovery of the share application money in the sum of £300k.



Worked on a claim for arrears of rent / service charges of a commercial premises in West London.



Worked on a claim for negligence against one of the largest car manufactures in Europe.



Acting for the defendant company based in UK in a cross border commercial dispute in the sum of $1.3mn before Mumbai High Court.

Family

Qualified to Practice
England & Wales (Result
awaited)
India



Achieved an out of court settlement in a matrimonial dispute involving financials in the region £10mn.



Successfully represented a UK based individual in divorce proceedings, financials and child arrangement against an Australian based
individual.

Languages
English
Hindi
Punjabi



Successfully represented a UK based individual in divorce and financial proceedings in India.



Achieved an out of court settlement in a matrimonial dispute involving child arrangement and financials.



Worked on range of matrimonial disputes involving divorce, financials, child custody and domestic violence.

